The Nonessential H2A N-Terminal Tail Can Function as an Essential Charge Patch on the H2A.Z Variant N-Terminal Tail
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Tetrahymena thermophila cells contain three forms of H2A: major H2A.1 and H2A.2, which make up ~80% of total H2A, and a conserved variant, H2A.Z. We showed previously that acetylation of H2A.Z was essential (Q. Ren and M. A. Gorovsky, Mol. Cell 7:1329–1335, 2001). Here we used in vitro mutagenesis of lysine residues, coupled with gene replacement, to identify the sites of acetylation of the N-terminal tail of the major H2A and to analyze its function in vivo. Tetrahymena cells survived with all five acetylatable lysines replaced by arginines plus a mutation that abolished acetylation of the N-terminal serine normally found in the wild-type protein. Thus, neither posttranslational nor cotranslational acetylation of major H2A is essential. Surprisingly, the nonacetylatable N-terminal tail of the major H2A was able to replace the essential function of the acetylation of the H2A.Z N-terminal tail. Tail-swapping experiments between H2A.1 and H2A.Z revealed that the nonessential acetylation of the major H2A N-terminal tail can be made to function as an essential charge patch in place of the H2A.Z N-terminal tail and that while the pattern of acetylation of an H2A N-terminal tail is determined by the tail sequence, the effects of acetylation on viability are determined by properties of the H2A core and not those of the N-terminal tail itself.

In eukaryotic cell nuclei, DNA associates with histones to form chromatin. The basic unit of chromatin is the nucleosome core particle consisting of ~146 bp of DNA wrapped around an octamer of two of each of the four conserved core histones, H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 (85). All core histones contain a highly structured C-terminal histone-fold domain and a highly charged, structurally undefined, N-terminal tail domain that emerges from the histone core. These tails are thought to be important for DNA-histone and histone-histone interactions within and/or between nucleosomes and for interactions with nonhistone proteins (52, 89). In addition, H2A has an extended C-terminal tail contacting DNA near the dyad axis at the center of the nucleosome core (77, 87).

The seemingly simple, repetitive nature and highly condensed state of chromatin in the nucleus provide apparent limitations to chromatin functions, especially to transcription regulation in different cell types and physiological states. Several mechanisms have evolved to produce heterogeneity in the chromatin, including complex patterns of histone modifications and sequence variation of histones. Most histone modifications, including acetylation, phosphorylation, methylation, and ubiquitination, occur on the histone amino- and carboxyl-terminal tails (34). Of all the histone modifications, acetylation of the ε-amino group of lysine, which occurs after histone deposition and is restricted to the N-terminal tail, is probably the most abundant and is the best characterized. This acetylation has been closely linked to transcriptional activation (12, 63) by findings that many transcriptional activators or coactivators possess histone acetyltransferase (HAT) activity (13, 64), while corepressors containing histone deacetylase activity can repress transcription (54, 72). Recent studies also have shown that acetylation patterns of chromatin domains are important for establishing stable patterns of gene expression (28).

 Besides the relationship between histone acetylation and transcription regulation, histone acetylation is also involved in processes such as DNA replication (80), nucleosome assembly, and chromosome condensation (74).

Two mechanisms have been proposed for how acetylation and other histone posttranslational modifications might act. Acetylation might modify chromatin structure and function by affecting histone-DNA interactions or histone-histone interactions. Alternatively or in addition, acetylation might act by altering the ability of nonhistone transcription or replication factors to bind to the N-terminal tails (44, 86).

It has recently been suggested that histone modifications, acting at specific sites either alone, in combination, or in sequential fashion on one or multiple histone tails, can form a complex histone code that can either enhance or reduce the interaction affinities with chromatin-associated proteins and thereby specify unique chromatin functions (42, 69, 76). The hallmark of this histone code mechanism is that the posttranslational modification provides a site-specific signal (either a structural motif, a structural change, or a specific charge) that affects recognition of the site by another molecule. There is ample evidence to support this kind of mechanism. Catalytic HATs and histone deacetylases do not acetylate and deacetylate histones nonspecifically (23, 84). Bromodomains found in HATs and in some transcription factors (PCAF, TAF11250) can selectively interact with acetylated lysines either individually or in specific combination in the histone N-terminal tails (20, 41).

The chromodomains of some heterochromatin proteins and histone methyltransferases are highly selective for methylated H3 at K9 but not for methylated H3 at K4 (11, 55). A lot of evidence also shows the interplay between different modifications on single or multiple histone tails (91). H3 phos-
phorylation at serine 10 can enhance acetylation on lysine 14 and affect transcription at specific genes (17, 51). H4-R3 methylation mediated by PRMT1 (70, 81) facilitates p300-mediated acetylation on H4-K8 and H4-K12. In the reverse direction, histone H4 acetylation on any of the four lysines (K5, K8, K12, or K16) also inhibits the subsequent methylation at H4-R3 by PRMT1 (81).

Charge-altering modifications also can affect chromatin function by a second mechanism in which they alter the charge of a protein domain rather than affect a specific site. This “charge patch” mechanism has been shown to apply to regulation of the expression of specific genes by phosphorylation of linker histone H1 in *Tetrahymena* (21, 22) and to modulation of the essential function of histone H2A.Z by acetylation in *Tetrahymena* (62). In these cases, the function of the modification is to alter the charge of the domain in which it resides. Unlike the histone code, these changes need not be site specific. Modulation of the charge at any one of a number of clustered sites can have the same effect. The ability of acetylation to inhibit the salt-induced condensation of nucleosome oligomers in vitro (75) could be such an effect, and if acetylation were to inhibit nucleosome condensation in vivo, it could facilitate transcription.

In addition to posttranslational modifications of histones, another factor that contributes to chromatin functional heterogeneity is the existence of nonallelic histone variants (37). The demonstration that some histone mutations have highly specific effects on transcription, coupled with the observation that expression of some histone variants is temporally, developmentally, and spatially regulated, suggests that variant nucleosomes perform distinct functions (88).

The best-studied core histone variant is H2A.Z (61). H2A.Z has been found in diverse organisms, including *Tetrahymena* (83), *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (39, 65), Schizosaccharomyces pombe (15), *Drosophila* (79), *Arabidopsis thaliana* (14), sea urchins (24), chickens (19, 36), and mammals (10). Phylogenetic analysis of H2A protein sequences (73) demonstrated that the major H2As and the H2A.Z variants diverged early in eukaryotic evolution and that the H2A.Zs show even less evolutionary divergence than the major H2As. Therefore, there were two types of H2A genes in primitive eukaryotes before the divergence of ciliates, fungi, animals, and plants, and they have been under different selective pressures since that time.

The evolutionary implication that the major H2As and H2A.Z variants have distinct and important functions has been confirmed experimentally. In *Drosophila* and in *S. cerevisiae*, the distribution of the two types of H2A in chromatin differs (47, 65). Deletions of genes encoding H2A.Z are lethal in *Tetrahymena* (50), *Drosophila* (78), and mice (25) and cause slow growth and/or conditional lethality in yeasts (2, 15, 40, 65). In both *S. cerevisiae* (43, 50, 66) and *Tetrahymena* (48), mutants without at least one of the two major histone genes (HTA1 or HTA2) cannot survive. In *S. cerevisiae*, expression of the gene encoding H2A.Z (HTZ1) cannot rescue disruptions of both genes encoding the major H2As even when overexpressed or placed under control of the HTA1 promoter (40, 65). Chimeric genes with different domains on the H2A.Z replaced with those of major H2A were injected into *Drosophila* H2A.Z null embryos to investigate which domain(s) is essential for H2A.Z function (18). Surprisingly, the essential portions of H2A.Z are the αC helix and H3/H4-binding domains. Thus, it is clear that the H2A.Z variants and the major H2As have distinct functions, both of which are either essential or required for normal growth in all organisms tested.

Little is known about the specific functions that are distinct to either the major H2As or to the H2A.Z variants. Pinto and Winston (58) argued that the major H2A of *S. cerevisiae* was required for normal centromere function because two cold-sensitive H2A mutations showed chromosome segregation phenotypes and interacted genetically with mutations in known centromere components. While this study did not specifically test the same mutations in H2A.Z, the fact that the H2A mutations had centromere-specific effects in cells containing a wild-type HTZ1 gene suggests that this centromere function is specific for the major H2A. Considerable circumstantial evidence suggests that H2A.Z has a transcription-related function. In *Tetrahymena*, H2A.Z is present only in the transcriptionally active micronuclei and not in the transcriptionally inactive micronuclei of vegetative cells but appears in premeiotic micronuclei of conjugating cells when they become transcriptionally active (68). In *S. cerevisiae*, mutations in HTZ1 are synthetically lethal with deletion of SNF2 (65), a component of the SWI/SNF remodeling complex required for transcription of many genes, while mutations in the major histones suppress SWI2 deletion (45, 46, 60, 82).

The likely function of H2A.Z in transcription and the well-documented relationship between acetylation and transcription led us to analyze the function of acetylation of H2A.Z. We showed that acetylation of *Tetrahymena* H2A.Z is essential and that it acts to modulate a charge patch on its N-terminal tail (62). Because the function of the major H2A of *Tetrahymena* is essential but distinct from that of H2A.Z, in this study we sought to identify the sites of acetylation of the major H2A in this organism and analyze their function. We changed the acetylation sites on major histone H2A.1 either from lysine to arginine, which conserves the net positive charge of lysine but cannot be neutralized by acetylation, or from lysine to glutamine, which resembles acetylated lysine in charge and structure. We showed that *Tetrahymena* cells survive plus five lysines of their major H2A replaced by arginines plus a mutation that abolishes the N-terminal acetylation of serine normally found in the wild-type protein (29, 30). Thus, acetylation of the major histone H2A is quite different from acetylation of H2A.Z: it is not essential, even though the protein itself is essential and constitutes ~80% of the total H2A. We also found that the N-terminal tail of H2A can replace the H2A.Z N-terminal tail and that the nonessential acetylation of the major H2A N-terminal tail can provide modulation of the charge patch on the H2A.Z N-terminal tail, which is essential for H2A.Z function. We conclude that when H2A.Z has a highly positively charged tail, it is essential that at least one of the positive charges of the tail can be neutralized in vivo by acetylation. However, this essential function of acetylation depends on properties of the H2A molecule that are independent of those of the tail itself.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

*Strains, culture, and conjugation.* Table 1 lists the *Tetrahymena thermophila* strains used in this study. Strains CU428, CU427, and B2086 were kindly provided by P. J. Bruns (Cornell University). Histone H2A knockout heterokaryon
Construction of HTA1 and HTA2 double-knockout heterokaryons and transformation of mutated genes. Using the DuPont Biolistic PDS-1000/He particle delivery system (Bio-Rad Laboratories) as described previously (16), the HTA1 and HTA2 genes encoding HA1 and H2A2 were disrupted individually with HTA1::neo2 or HTA2::neo2 by biolistic transformation into early stage (2.5 h) conjugating CU428 and B2086 cells. Homozygous knockout heterokaryon strains of HTA1 (G1158S and G114B11) and HTA2 (G209C4 and G204F2) with different mating types were created as described previously (35).

To create major histone H2A double germ line knockout heterokaryons, the homozygous HTA1::neo2 strain, G1158S, was mated with a homozygous HTA2::neo2 strain, G209C4 or G204F2. The heterozygous progeny were then mated to a B::VI strain (56) as described previously (90) to obtain strains with homozygous HTA1::neo2 and HTA2::neo2 in the micronucleus. Two strains (G4114F14A and G4114G6A) with different mating types were created. These strains contain disrupted HTA1 and HTA2 genes in their micronuclei and wild-type genes in their macronuclei. When these paromomycin-sensitive heterokaryons conjugate, the old paromomycin-sensitive macronuclei are replaced by new ones produced by meiosis, fertilization, and mitotic division of the micronuclei of the cells. Consequently, the drug resistance genes that disrupt the HTA1 and HTA2 genes are expressed in the new macronucleus, allowing simple drug selection for successful mating. However, because major histone H2A1 and H2A2 together are essential in Tetrabymena (50) and the new macronucleus contains only disrupted copies of both genes, the progeny from this mating die unless they are transformed during mating with an HTA1 gene that functions well enough to support growth.

Successful creation of germ line knockout heterokaryons of the HTA1 and HTA2 genes was demonstrated by showing that no viable progeny were obtained when double-knockout heterokaryons of two different mating types were mated and that progeny were able to be rescued by transformation with a wild-type copy of HTA1. In addition, the physical structure of the disrupted HTA2 gene in the micronucleus of the heterokaryons was examined by mating knockout heterokaryons with wild-type CU427 cells and selecting for retention of HTA1::neo2 and HTA2::neo2 by increasing the paromomycin concentration to 2.0 mg/ml. When genomic DNA was analyzed by PCR using primers specific for the 5’ and 3’ flanking sequences of HTA1 or HTA2, the presence of disrupted genes (indicated by the presence of the 1.5-kb neo2 cassette) was demonstrable in progeny cell macronuclei, indicating that the parental heterokaryons have the disrupted gene in their macronuclei. As expected, the heterozygous macronuclei of these progeny cells also have wild-type copies of the HTA1 and/or HTA2 gene as required to provide the essential major H2A functions (Fig. 1B).

Because matings between two knockout heterokaryons fail to produce viable offspring and their progeny can be rescued by either a wild-type or a nonlethal mutated version of the HTA1 gene, these strains greatly facilitate systematic mutagenesis studies on major histone H2A modification sites, as illustrated in

### TABLE 1. Strains used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Genotype (micronucleus)</th>
<th>Phenotype (macronucleus)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU428.2</td>
<td>HTA1/HTA1 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU427.4</td>
<td>HTA1/HTA1 chx1-1/chx1-1 MP1/MP1</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-s VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2086.1</td>
<td>HTA1/HTA1 CHX1/CHX1 MP1/MP1</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-s II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1158S</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 HTA2/HTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G114B11</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 HTA2/HTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G209C4</td>
<td>HTA1/HTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H204F2</td>
<td>HTA1/HTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4114F14A</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4114G6A</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D1A01</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D9B6</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D11B1</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D18C1</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D19B1</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D26A</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D25C</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D23A1</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D27A1</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D24A1</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D31C</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA1-D35C</td>
<td>ΔHTA1/ΔHTA1 ΔHTA2/ΔHTA2 CHX1/CHX1 mpr1-1mpr1-1b</td>
<td>wt, pm-s cy-s mp-r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The correct genetic nomenclature for ΔHTA1::HTA1 is hta1-1:neo2/hta1-1::neo2 (3), but we use the abbreviation to conserve space.

b , genotype or mating type not determined.

w, wild type.
FIG. 1. Creation of major H2A knockout heterokaryons. (A) Knockout constructs for HTA1 and HTA2. The entire coding region of either HTA1 or HTA2 was replaced by a neo2 cassette that confers resistance to paromomycin when expressed in macronuclei. The macronuclear genomic HTA1 gene is shown as a 5-kb PstI-BglII fragment containing the HTA1 coding region. The HTA1::neo2 knockout construct is shown as a neo2 cassette with 3.2-kb 5’ and 1.8-kb 3’ HTA1 flanking sequences. The macronuclear genomic HTA2 gene is shown as a 3.5-kb NsiI-BglII fragment containing the HTA2 coding region. The HTA2::neo2 knockout construct is shown as a neo2 cassette with 1.5-kb 5’ and 1.5-kb 3’ HTA2 flanking sequences. In both knockout constructs, the neo2 gene was transcribed in the direction opposite to that of the HTA gene.

(B) PCR analysis of double-knockout heterokaryon progeny. The physical structure of the disrupted HTA1 and HTA2 genes in the micronuclei of the heterokaryons was examined by mating knockout heterokaryons with wild-type CU427 cells and selecting for retention of HTA1::neo2 and HTA2::neo2 by gradually increasing the paromomycin concentration to 2.0 mg/ml. When genomic DNA was analyzed by PCR using primers specific for the 5’ and 3’ flanking sequences of HTA1 or HTA2 (indicated by arrows in panel A), the presence of the disrupted HTA1 and HTA2 genes was demonstrable in progeny cell macronuclei (neo2 band), indicating that the parental heterokaryons had the disrupted gene in their micronuclei. As expected, the heterozygous macronuclei of these progeny cells also had wild-type copies of the HTA1 and HTA2 genes required to provide the essential H2A functions. ΔΔ, progeny of mating CU427 × double germ line knockout heterokaryon; wt, progeny of mating CU427 × CU428 wild-type strain.

(C) Example of an experiment in which knockout heterokaryon progeny were rescued by transformation with a mutated HTA1 gene. The mutated HTA1RRRRR construct is shown as a 5.0-kb PstI-BglII fragment containing specific mutations that also introduce a new AvaII restriction enzyme site. After this mutated gene was transformed into knockout heterokaryons, PCR analysis was done to test for the presence of the mutated gene in the transformants. The HTA1 coding regions from wild-type control cells and HTA1RRRRR transformants were PCR amplified using the primers indicated by arrows in panel C. The PCR products, with or without AvaII digestion, were run on an agarose gel. The 600-bp PCR products from HTA1RRRRR mutant transformants contained the AvaII site and were cleaved into two shorter fragments, while the products from the wild-type strain were not cleaved.
Fig. 1C. A mutated form of the HTA1 gene containing five arginine replacements at its N-terminal tail (see Results for details) was introduced into mating GAA1F14A and GBB1G6A knockout heterokaryons at late stages of conjugation (24 h) by biolistic transformation (16), and progeny were selected with paromomycin at 120 μg/ml. Viable progeny were obtained, indicating that the mutation is nonlethal. When the HTA1 coding region of the progeny is PCR amplified using primers specific for the HTA1 gene, the mutated and newly introduced HTA1 gene is easily differentiated from the wild type because the mutated gene contains an AvrII restriction enzyme site such that only the PCR product from the desired mutants is cleaved by this enzyme. Finally, the genotypes of all mutants were confirmed by sequencing the PCR products from genomic DNA of the transformed progeny.

Growth analysis. Specific mutant strains, along with a strain rescued with the wild-type HTA1, were used in vegetative growth assays as described previously (67). Cultures were inoculated into 50 ml of 1× SPP medium at starting densities of 1 × 10^6 cells/ml. Cultures were grown at 30°C with vigorous shaking, and samples (100 μl) were counted at frequent intervals with a ZB1 Coulter counter (Coulter Electronics, Inc.). Growth data were plotted using Cricket Graph III software (Computer Associates). Doubling times were calculated using the linear portion of the logarithmic growth curves.

Nuclear isolation and histone extraction. Rescued strains were grown to log phase (cell density, 2 × 10^6 cells/ml), and macronuclei were isolated by the method of Gorovsky et al. (32). Histones were extracted from macronuclei with 0.4 N HClO4 (5) and precipitated with 20% trichloroacetic acid.

Acid-urea polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and immunoblotting. Nuclear histones (25 μg) from mutants and wild-type HTA1 rescued strains, with or without pretreatment with λ protein phosphatase (New England Biolabs, Inc.) at 10 U/ml for 5 h at 30°C, were separated on long acid-urea polyacrylamide slab gels (15% acrylamide, 6 M urea, 5% acetic acid) as described previously (6) and transferred onto an Immobilon-P membrane (Millipore). After blocking in 5% nonfat milk, anti-H2A (1:5,000) or anti-hlv1 (1:10,000) (68) was added and the blot was incubated overnight at 4°C. A 1:10,000 dilution of horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (Sigma) was used as secondary antibody. Blots were developed using the ECL Western blotting detection kit (NEN) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

RESULTS

Acetylation occurs on at least three of the lysines in the N-terminal tail. There are five lysine residues (5, 8, 10, 12, and 17) in the T. thermophila H2A.1 N-terminal tail (49). To identify which ones were acetylated, we mutated them, singly or in combination, to arginine. This conserves the net positive charge of lysine, but arginine cannot be neutralized by acetylation (53). We then used the mutated genes to rescue the progeny of a mating between two H2A knockout heterokaryon strains.

To determine the acetylation status of H2A.1, nuclear histones from strains rescued with wild-type or mutated HTA1 genes were separated on acid-urea gels, which separate histones by both molecular weight and charge. Gels were then immunoblotted and stained with a highly specific antibody for Tetrahymena H2A to differentiate H2A.1 from any other comigrating Tetrahymena histones. Tetrahymena H2A is modified by both acetylation and phosphorylation (7), both of which alter the charge and therefore produce differences in mobility in this gel system. To eliminate the effects of phosphorylation on heterogeneity, histones were pretreated with λ protein phosphatase (33). This assay was used to characterize the acetylation status of all viable H2A.1 mutants.

If all lysines in the wild-type H2A.1 N-terminal tail can be modified by acetylation in vivo, up to six separable, phosphatase-resistant isoforms might be expected in wild-type cells. Strains rescued by the wild-type gene yielded five isoforms after treatment with phosphatase (Fig. 2B, lane 2), likely representing unmodified H2A.1 (bottom band) and isoforms containing one to four acetyl groups.

Since the exact acetylation sites were unknown, we began by changing all five available lysine residues to arginines (referred to as the RRRRRR mutation). Tetrahymena survives with this mutated form of H2A.1 as its only source for major histone H2A, but the mutant strain grew slowly at 30°C (Fig. 2A). Surprisingly, histones extracted from mutant cells with all five lysines changed to arginines still have two phosphatase-resistant isoforms (Fig. 2B, lane 4). These results indicated that while at least three of the five internal lysines were acetylated, there was an additional, charge-altering modification in addition to phosphorylation and acetylation of lysine.

Neither N-terminal nor lysine acetylation of the H2A N-terminal tail is essential. The initial residue of the histone H2A N terminus of many organisms (10, 38), including Tetrahymena (29, 30), can be blocked by N-terminal acetylation, a conserved process that adds an acetyl group to the first amino acid of many histone and nonhistone proteins (57). Since N-terminal acetylation abolishes one positive charge at the major H2A N terminus, it affects the mobility of major H2A.1 in the mutant, and if this process occurs for some but not all H2A.1 molecules, it might account for the electrophoretic heterogeneity observed in the RRRRRR mutation. Because not all N-terminal residues can be acetylated, we attempted to remove any effect of N-terminal acetylation in the RRRRRR mutation by further mutating the initial serine residue of H2A.1 to alanine, proline, or valine, residues which still allow removal of the initiator methionine (59). These mutation constructs (H2A.1ARRRRR, H2A.1PRRRRR, and H2A.1VRRRRR) gave viable transformants, all of which had slow-growth phenotypes (Fig. 2A). Nuclear histones from these three transformants were then extracted and separated on an acid-urea gel. Consistent with the observation that alanines following the initiator methionine are frequently acetylated (59), H2A.1ARRRRR still had two phosphatase-resistant isoforms, although the amount of the slower-migrating isoform was greatly reduced. Mutants H2A.1PRRRRR and H2A.1VRRRRR contained only a single isoform after phosphatase treatment (Fig. 2B, lanes 6, 8, and 10), consistent with observations that these residues are less likely to be acetylated after the initiator methionine is removed. These data argue that the N-terminal serine of H2A.1 is normally acetylated and that acetylation of the major H2A, including its N-terminal acetylation, is not essential for viability in Tetrahymena.

All lysines in the H2A N-terminal tail can be acetylated. To map the exact acetylation sites of Tetrahymena histone H2A, a series of mutation constructs were generated from the H2A.1VRRRRR mutation, in which a single lysine residue replaced an arginine at each of the five positions. All of these mutations produced viable transformants with a slow-growth phenotype (Fig. 3). Acid-urea gel analyses showed that all of these mutants had two phosphatase-resistant isoforms: an unmodified H2A.1 and a mono-acetylated H2A.1 (data not shown). These results indicate that each of the five lysines in the N-terminal tail of Tetrahymena H2A can be acetylated.

Given that there are six acetylatable sites (those of the N-terminal residue and five lysines) in the N-terminal tail of wild-type H2A, it may seem surprising that we have only observed 5 H2A isoforms on acid-urea gels after dephosphory-
However, prediction of the number of observed isoforms from the number of acetylatable sites is not simple. First, the most highly acetylated isoforms are invariably faint and they are slightly variable in appearance. This is likely due to the fact that even small amounts of deacetylation during cell pelleting, nuclear isolation, or histone extraction can cause these isoforms to disappear and contribute to slower-migrating, less-acetylated isoforms. Another possibility is that while six acetylation sites can be identified by mutational analysis, few (if any) molecules in vivo are simultaneously acetylated at all six sites.

The major H2A N-terminal tail can replace the function of the H2A.Z variant N-terminal tail. The region encoding the entire N-terminal tail of HTA1, including all of the acetylatable lysines, was used to replace the region encoding the N-terminal tail of H2A.Z in the HTA3 gene. This chimeric gene, encoding an H2A.Z variant core with an H2A.1 N-terminal tail, was used to rescue the progeny of mating H2A.Z germ line knockout heterokaryons (62). Viable transformants were obtained (Fig. 4A). Growth of these rescued strains was indistinguishable from that of wild-type cells. Using hv1, a specific antibody to H2A.Z, the modification state of this chimeric protein was then determined by immunoblotting the nuclear histones. In wild-type *Tetrahymena* cells, H2A.Z shows five or six phosphatase-resistant isoforms (Fig. 4B, lane 2). The chimeric protein H2A.Z(H2A.1)N shows four or five phosphatase-resistant isoforms (Fig. 4B, lane 4), a pattern similar to that of wild-type H2A.1. In addition, the mobility of H2A.Z(H2A.1)N isoforms on acid-urea gels is intermediate between that of wild-type H2A.1 and that of wild-type H2A.Z. The fastest migrating isoform, presumably the unmodified H2A.Z(H2A.1)N, which has six positive charges in the N-terminal tail (including one positive charge of the N-terminal residue), has mobility similar to that of wild-type H2A.Z with three acetyl groups, whose tail
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The major H2A N-terminal tail can replace the function of the H2A.Z variant N-terminal tail. The region encoding the entire N-terminal tail of HTA1, including all of the acetylatable lysines, was used to replace the region encoding the N-terminal tail of H2A.Z in the HTA3 gene. This chimeric gene, encoding an H2A.Z variant core with an H2A.1 N-terminal tail, was used to rescue the progeny of mating H2A.Z germ line knockout heterokaryons (62). Viable transformants were obtained (Fig. 4A). Growth of these rescued strains was indistinguishable from that of wild-type cells. Using hv1, a specific antibody to H2A.Z, the modification state of this chimeric protein was then determined by immunoblotting the nuclear histones. In wild-type *Tetrahymena* cells, H2A.Z shows five or six phosphatase-resistant isoforms (Fig. 4B, lane 2). The chimeric protein H2A.Z(H2A.1)N shows four or five phosphatase-resistant isoforms (Fig. 4B, lane 4), a pattern similar to that of wild-type H2A.1. In addition, the mobility of H2A.Z(H2A.1)N isoforms on acid-urea gels is intermediate between that of wild-type H2A.1 and that of wild-type H2A.Z. The fastest migrating isoform, presumably the unmodified H2A.Z(H2A.1)N, which has six positive charges in the N-terminal tail (including one positive charge of the N-terminal residue), has mobility similar to that of wild-type H2A.Z with three acetyl groups, whose tail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major H2A N-terminal Tail</th>
<th>Rescue</th>
<th>Phosphatase-resistant Isoforms</th>
<th>Acetylation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ac STTGKGGKAKGKTASSKQ</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R R R R R</td>
<td>+**</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A R R R R</td>
<td>+**</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P R R R R</td>
<td>+**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V R R R R</td>
<td>+**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 2. Major H2A acetylation is not essential. (A) *Tetrahymena* can survive with all five lysines changed to arginines at the major H2A N-terminal tail. To abolish N-terminal acetylation, the first residue (serine) in the 5R mutated gene (RRRRR) was changed to alanine (ARRRRR), proline (PRRRRR), or valine (VRRRRR). All mutations generated viable transformants. *, mutants with severe phenotypes, including slow growth, variable size, and irregular surfaces. (B) Macronuclear histones from 5R transformants containing different N-terminal residues were analyzed on acid-urea gels. Histones from viable transformants were separated, blotted, and detected with an antiserum specific for H2A. H2A.1RRRRR and H2A.1ARRRRR show two phosphatase-resistant isoforms, indicating that N-terminal acetylation still occurs in these mutants (see text for details). H2A.1PRRRRR and H2A.1VRRRRR both show only one phosphatase-resistant isofrom, indicating that these mutations abolish all acetylation at the H2A N-terminal tail.
also has a net positive charge of +6. These data demonstrate that the N-terminal tail of H2A.1 can provide the function of the H2A.Z variant N-terminal tail.

The H2A.Z(H2A.1)_N chimeric protein exhibits the essential charge patch properties of wild-type H2A.Z. Our previous studies had demonstrated that the N-terminal tail of H2A.Z in which all of the acetylatable lysines had been replaced by arginines cannot support growth in *Tetrahymena*. However, mutants with even a single lysine, or with lysines replaced by glutamine or with the N-terminal tail deleted, were viable (62). These observations were used to argue that the H2A.Z tail functioned as a charge patch in which neutralization or removal of at least one of the lysine positive charges was required for the creation of a viable gene. The net positive charge of the unmodified H2A.Z N-terminal tail is +9. Since a tail containing five arginines and one acetylable lysine is viable, this suggests that an H2A.Z N terminus that can be modified to a net charge of +8 in vivo is viable.

*Tetrahymena* can survive with all five lysines at the N-terminal tail of the chimeric gene H2A.Z(H2A.1)_N changed to arginines (Fig. 4A). The acid-urea gel analysis shows that H2A.Z(H2A.1RRRRR)_N has two phosphatase-resistant isoforms (Fig. 4B, lane 6), indicating that the chimeric protein is modified by N-terminal acetylation to produce a blocked N-terminal tail with a net positive charge of +5 and a unblocked, completely acetylated N-terminal tail with the maximum possible positive charge of +6. In similarity to the result seen with H2A.1, changing the first serine residue in this chimeric protein to valine eliminates N-terminal acetylation (Fig. 4B, lane 8), creating a cell that is viable and whose N-terminal tail has a total charge of +6. To determine whether the H2A.1 N-terminal tail attached to H2A.Z also functions as a charge patch, we introduced additional arginine residues into the chimeric gene by changing the last two or three amino acids of the H2A.1 N-terminal tail to arginines to increase its total of positive charges. *Tetrahymena* cells can survive with a total of eight positive charges in the tail of the chimeric protein but not with nine (Fig. 4A). Thus, just as in the case of the H2A.Z N-terminal tail itself, the H2A.1 N-terminal tail attached to H2A.Z cannot function with nine positive charges but produces viable progeny with eight. This argues that the H2A.1 N-terminal tail also can function as an essential charge patch when it replaces the H2A.Z N-terminal tail.

The H2A.Z N-terminal tail can provide the function of the major histone H2A N-terminal tail. The entire N-terminal tail of H2A.Z, including six acetylation sites and two nonacetylable lysines, was used to replace the H2A.1 N-terminal tail. This chimeric gene, H2A.1(H2A.Z)_N, was introduced into the progeny of major H2A double germ line knockout heterokaryons. Viable H2A.1(H2A.Z)_N transformants were obtained but grew slowly, as seen in a comparison of the growth curve with that of a strain rescued with the wild-type *HTA1* gene (Fig. 5B). Cells rescued with a gene [H2A.1(H2A.Z 6K)_N] in which the two nonacetylable lysines in the H2A.Z N-terminal tail were changed to glutamines (reducing the maximum positive charge in vivo to +7) still grew slowly (Fig. 5B). When a third, acetylable residue was changed to glutamine, the H2A.1 (H2A.Z 5K)_N transformants, in which the N-terminal tail of the chimeric protein had a maximum total of six positive charges, exhibited growth rates that were indistinguishable from those of the wild-type cells (Fig. 5B). Because the maximum positive charge of the H2A.1 tail itself is +6, these data suggest that H2A Z N-terminal tail has an optimum maximum number of positive charges that can be well tolerated, even if most molecules can be acetylated and have a lower total number of positive charges. This suggests that the H2A tail is carrying out two distinct nonessential roles, one requiring an acetylated tail with a charge of +6 and the other requiring acetylation.

The acid-urea gel analysis shows that the chimeric proteins H2A.1(H2A.Z 4K)_N, H2A.1(H2A.Z 6K)_N, and H2A.1(H2A.Z 5K)_N have five or six phosphatase-resistant isoforms, a pattern similar to that of wild-type H2A.Z (Fig. 5C, lanes 4, 6, and 8), indicating that the acetylation state is determined mainly by the N-terminal tail of the histones. The lack of apparent difference in the number of phosphatase-resistant isoforms be-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major H2A N-terminal Tail</th>
<th>Rescue</th>
<th>Phosphatase-resistant Isoforms</th>
<th>Acetylation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ac STTGKGGKAKGKTASSKQ</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V R R R R R</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V K R R R R R</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V R K R R R R</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V R R K R R R</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V R R R K R</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V R R R R K</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 3. All lysines in the N-terminal tail of H2A can be acetylated. A series of mutation constructs were made starting from the H2A.1 VRRRRR mutation, leaving a single lysine at different positions. All mutations containing a single lysine generated viable transformants with slow-growth phenotypes. *+,* mutants with severe phenotypes, including slow growth, variable size, and irregular surfaces.

FIG. 4. Relationship between the number of lysine acetylations, the number of positive charges, and cell viability. A series of mutation constructs were made starting from the H2A.1 VRRRRR mutation, leaving a single lysine at different positions. All mutations containing a single lysine generated viable transformants with slow-growth phenotypes.*+,* mutants with severe phenotypes, including slow growth, variable size, and irregular surfaces.
tween mutants H2A.1(H2A.Z 6K)N and H2A.1(H2A.Z 5K)N, although the latter has one acetylatable lysine changed into glutamine, can be explained by the observation that despite the possibility that all six lysine residues serve as acetylation sites, H2A.Z isolated from the wild-type strain does not show an isoform with six acetyl groups, likely reflecting the dynamic balance between the acetylation and deacetylation processes. The differences in the mobility of the chimeric protein on the acid-urea gel among the mutants are caused by the molecular difference between lysine and glutamine.

**DISCUSSION**

A number of important conclusions can be drawn from this work. (i) Although the major histone H2A is essential and constitutes ~80% of the total H2A, its acetylation is not essential. This conclusion applies to both cotranslational N-terminal acetylation and internal acetylation of lysine residues, as shown by the observation that both the VRRRRR and the PRRRRR versions of the major H2A showed no detectable electrophoretic heterogeneity and were viable. (ii) The N-terminal tail of histone H2A can replace the function of the
FIG. 5. The H2A.Z N-terminal tail can also replace the function of the major H2A N-terminal tail. (A) The N-terminal tail of H2A.1 was replaced either by the wild-type H2A.Z N-terminal tail or by tails with different numbers of glutamine replacements at nonacetylable residues that reduce the positive charges of the N-terminal tail without eliminating acetylation sites. The wild-type H2A.Z N-terminal tail on H2A.1 yields transformants with a slow-growth phenotype, while glutamine replacement mutations, which decrease the maximum positive charge of the chimeric protein’s N-terminal tail to +6, generate transformants whose doubling time at 30°C is indistinguishable from that of wild-type cells. Mutants with severe phenotypes, including slow growth, variable size, and irregular surfaces. (B) Mutant H2A.1(H2A.Z)N, H2A.1(H2A.Z 6K)N, and H2A.1(H2A.Z 5K)N, as well as strains rescued with the wild-type gene, were grown in 1× SPP medium at 30°C. Cell densities were measured for up to 50 h and plotted on a log scale. Doubling times in hours are listed in Fig. 5A. (C) Macronuclear histones from the mutants were extracted, blotted, and detected with a specific antibody to major H2A. While wild-type H2A.1 has four or five phosphatase-resistant isoforms, the chimeric protein, H2A.1(H2A.Z)N, shows five or six phosphatase-resistant isoforms, a pattern similar to that of wild-type H2A.Z. H2A.1(H2A.Z 6K)N and H2A.1(H2A.Z 5K)N show patterns similar to that of H2A.1(H2A.Z)N, except for small mobility differences likely caused by the extra glutamine mutations that abolish two or three positive charges on the N-terminal tail.
H2A.Z N-terminal tail and vice versa. (iii) Although it differs in sequence from the H2A.Z tail, the H2A.1 N-terminal tail can be made to function as an essential charge patch when linked to H2A.Z. (iv) Acetylation of the N-terminal residue has an effect similar to that of acetylation of internal lysine residues in modulating the function of the H2A tail as a charge patch. (v) The acetylation patterns of H2A tails are largely determined by the tails themselves, but the effects of acetylation are determined by the nature of the remainder of the histone. (vi) There appears to be a specific maximum charge that can be tolerated by each type of H2A. (vii) The function of acetylation in regulating the charge of the N-terminal tails of H2A is highly sensitive to changes of even a single charge.

_Tetrahymena_ histone H2As are blocked at the N-terminal serine residue by an α-N-acetyl (29, 30). N-terminal blocking of histones and other proteins through acetylation is common in various organisms (57), and N-terminal acetylation of actin has been shown to strengthen the weak interaction between actin and myosin (1). To our knowledge, the finding that cotranslational N-terminal acetylation can affect histone function in a manner similar to that of internal, posttranslational acetylation has not been previously described. Since one of the important mechanisms by which acetylation affects histone function is that of modulating a charge patch (62; this study), the effect of N-terminal acetylation on the positive charge of the histone H2A N terminus must be considered a possible regulatory mechanism, especially in cases (as in that of _Tetrahymena_ H2A) in which not all of the molecules contain this modification.

Interestingly, the extent of acetylation of the N terminus of H2A in _Tetrahymena_ depends not only on the terminal residue but also on the sequence to which it is attached. The occurrence of N-terminal acetylation is sequence restricted and can often be correctly predicted by protein primary sequence (27). Three N-terminal acetyltransferases have been cloned in _S. cerevisiae_, and the conserved recognition sequences for each enzyme were reported (59). We initially changed the first serine of histone H2A.1 to alanine because alanine is structurally similar to serine and because the N-terminal alanine residue on H2A.Z is not blocked by acetylation (8, 62). Cells containing this mutation, H2A.1ARRRRR, still contained two phosphatase-resistant isoforms, although the amount of the slower-migrating, acetylated form is greatly reduced compared to that of H2A.1SRRRRR. However, when we changed the first serine to proline (P) or valine (V), neither of which is found in the conserved recognition sequence for N-terminal acetyltransferases, H2A.1PRRRRR and H2A.1VRRRRR mutations produced viable transformants in which the mutated H2A.1 showed only one phosphatase-resistant isoform representing unmodified H2A.1. These results demonstrate that major histone H2A acetylation, including acetylation of the N-terminal residue, is not essential in _Tetrahymena_.

We mapped the acetylation sites on H2A.1 by changing all but one wild-type lysine in the N-terminal tail to arginine and analyzing the H2A modification status in each mutant. We found that all five lysines in the N-terminal tail can be acetylated. However, they are not modified to equal extents. Lysines at the first three positions, K5, K8, and K10, are heavily acetylated, since mutants with a single lysine at these positions contain much more of the mono-acetylated isoform than other mutants (data not shown). This approach cannot rule out the possibility that some of these lysines are only acetylated when other sites are not available and are not normally acetylated in wild-type cells.

The studies described here strongly support the hypothesis that the essential function of acetylation of the H2A.Z tail acts by modulating the charge of the tail. We reported previously that _Tetrahymena_ H2A.Z acetylation modulated an essential charge patch (62). _Tetrahymena_ cannot survive with all six acetylatable lysines on H2A.Z changed into arginines, which produces a tail whose charge cannot be reduced from +9 (resulting from the presence of the amino-terminal α-amino group, six nonacetylatable arginines at the acetylation sites, and two nonacetylatable lysines). However, viable transformants can be obtained simply by reducing the charge to +8 by replacing a neutral residue with a negatively charged residue at other positions in the tail or by replacing any one of the arginine residues with glutamine (62). Remarkably, this same sensitivity to charge can be demonstrated by replacing the N-terminal tail of H2A.Z with an N-terminal tail of H2A.1 to which positive charges were added. We were able to demonstrate that the maximum number of nonneutralizable positive charges allowed on the N-terminal tail, including the one on the N-terminal residue, is eight; mutants in which the chimeric protein contained nine positive charges in the H2A.1 tail were not viable.

Surprisingly, while the extent of acetylation of the H2A tail was determined largely by the nature of the tail, the effect of acetylation on viability depended on the nature of the rest of the H2A molecule. One possibility is that acetylation of the tail affects the structure of major H2A and H2A.Z differently or acts synergistically with properties that differentiate the two types of H2A. Recent studies comparing the crystal structures of nucleosomes containing the major H2A with those containing the H2A.Z variant (71) provide some basis for this hypothesis. The region of H2A.Z essential for viability in _Drosophila_ is at the C-terminal tail that is exposed on the surface of the nucleosome and is part of the docking domain involved in maintaining the interactions between the H3/H4 tetramer and H2A/H2B dimer within the nucleosome (18, 37). The H2A.Z nucleosomes have an altered surface that includes a metal ion, which may lead to changes in higher-order structure or in the association between H2A.Z and other nuclear proteins (71). It also has been shown that the presence of H2A.Z variants and tail acetylation of histones can each affect the hydrodynamic properties of nucleosomal arrays, offering the possibility that these two processes cooperate to establish unique chromatin domains (26). An alternative explanation of how the effects of acetylation can be determined by nonacetylated portions of the H2A molecule is based on the observations that nucleosomes containing the major H2A and those containing H2A.Z associate with different DNA sequences in chromatin (47, 65). In this scenario, acetylation can be viewed as a simple switch that is able to alter the properties of both major H2A and H2A.Z nucleosomes similarly but whose effect depends on the specific sequences with which each type of H2A was associated.

The results described here can reconcile our previous study demonstrating the essential function of a single acetylation site in the H2A.Z N-terminal tail (62) with studies of _Drosophila_ showing that the only region of _Drosophila_ H2A which cannot
provide the essential developmental function of H2A.Z resides in the C-terminal α-helix (18). The *Drosophila* results are completely consistent with our finding that acetylation sites on the major H2A can replace those on H2A.Z when associated with the H2A.Z C-terminal helix in a fusion protein.
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